November 4, 2011 Scouting Report – It’s November: Earthworms, Morning Frosts, Very Few
Issues, and Tim says Zoysia japonica
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - e DSettle@cdga.org Blog www.cdgaturf.org
Weatherwise we’ve seen it all in 7 days from snow to unseasonable warmth. Last weekend,
folks to our east got a sneak preview of winter when a significant storm caused power outages
and left a blanket of snow that measured more than a few inches. Meanwhile, Illinois continued
to enjoy a relatively normal period and, if you looked up, you could see peak fall color of many
decidous trees like maples, oaks, ginkos, elms, sweetgum, and hawthorns. Our first series of
freezing nighttime temperatures had occurred prior to Halloween to change the landscape –
annual flowers are now largely gone. Then it was November, and the first two days surprised us
(Tuesday’s high on Sunshine Course reached 65˚ F). Midweek, this meant good opportunity to
visit a few courses without a jacket. I saw extensive drainage projects were now complete. I
appreciated the sucessful establishment of slit-seeded bentgrass seedlings on fairways previously
flooded during summer. I noticed tees were now without markers and other amenities for golfers.

Appreciating an American elm’s fall color as irrigation heads rotate one last time. Settle 11-2-11
Lastly, I would see the activity of an earthworm or two, but mainly I would capture images of
peak turf health as well as beautiful fall color of tree leaves. At season end, our weather favors
photosynthesis of cool-season turfgrass which allows accumulation of sugars/carbohydrates.
You sense the natural hardening off of plants prior to winter and you realize the significance –
like a mother putting children to sleep, with final inputs we are now putting the landscape to bed.
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Weather Review – November Starts Right in Chicago
The first two days in November were a nice start for the month. It followed from 5 to 7 days of
freezing temperatures depending on suburb location. In golf, a frost alert is needed otherwise
foot traffic will damage turf. Increasingly, superintendents get the word out via texts and Twitter.

November Began With A Bang - two nice days
Two days with highs of 60˚+
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Sunshine Golf Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)

“8:27AM Biltmore CC: Frost delay. Low of 25.9 and at 8:30AM the temp is 28.6. If playing
before 10AM, please check with the proshop.” image and texting courtesy B. Thomson 11-4-11
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End of Season – Some Scouting and Lumbricus terrestris?
Diagnostic Blog: Thursday, Nov 3 http://cdgaturf.org/blogs.asp?blogid=3&id=29&pid=4
This week I've continued the usual scouting of golf course turf. However, it's not nearly as
intense as July and August. Still it is important. It aids my understanding of the ever-changing
landscape. For example, yesterday I ventured onto a few courses and, as it happens, I would see
a few things. In two cases these were follow up visits and in another it had everything to do with
research. I would note few players were on the courses even though the temperature had risen to
about 65 degrees by early afternoon. It was Wednesday, November 2nd and it felt like another
Indian Summer in Chicago. It was, but this time it felt more peaceful.
The End - A Turf Scout's Life. A few things. 1) This time of year we share the playing surfaces
with animals. Yes earthworms, Lumbricus terrestis, continue to be seen this fall. Likely it is
because our current moderate soil temperature favors their activity - soil T is between 45 and 50
degrees. 2) After experiencing our first sortie of autumn frosts, I've also begun to notice the color
change of creeping bentgrass (more and more playing surfaces are purple in places). This is
normal though it can visibly look like the turf has a case of the measles. 3) Final fungicide
applications in September were made to target dollar spot on fairways. However, we saw some
breakthrough. This is to be expected as occasional warm periods occur every fall. Even within
this week, as October transitioned to November, I would see signs of infection center
development by Sclerotinia homoeocarpa. Yesterday I rated 1 to 5% damage per plot by dollar
spot on a bentgrass fairway study as well as a bentgrass green study.

A Turf Scout’s Life. The only real issue is that we are sharing playing surfaces with earthworms.
It’s OK. Peak golf play is over and these terrestrial critters are good for the soil. Settle 11-2-11
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End of Season – Some Weather and Cabo?
Weather Blog: Thursday, Nov 3, 2011 http://cdgaturf.org/blogs.asp?blogid=2&id=25&pid=4
Today, Thursday, is very different than yesterday. A dark, dreary day arrived in Chicago and I'm
sure throughout much of the Midwest. I began my morning by tweeting - On Twitter
@TurfResearch would say, "We just enjoyed two days at 65 F. Today Chi temps will not cross
50F. Sky is as dark as it gets...cars remain with headlights AND wipers on!"
The End. With respect to the season, things are now quickly changing. I made a little list this
first week of November. 1) For the first time people are now saying words or phrases that catch
me off guard – I guess I’m not ready for it to be over. It’s words like Christmas, Snow Mold, and
then there’s Cabo San Lucas or just plain Cabo. Cabo? Well, we still have a ways to go, but
basically it means our golf season is over in northern environments. 2) Teeboxes have been
cleared of things like tee markers, ball washers, water refreshment containers and even the
benches are beginning to disappear. About the only things that will remain on some courses in
November are the flags which mark hole locations on greens. 3) The mist of water that now
sprays from irrigation heads is very different. In the past two weeks it is more like a fog as
automatic irrigation heads rotate one final time. It is how irrigation systems are turned off prior
to winter - compressed air is used to 'blow out' water from all the lines and this prevents breaks
by freezing water. 4) Bentgrass seedlings are showing a good level of establishment following a
difficult summer season. Playing surfaces like low fairways suffered badly due to extreme
flooding at midsummer – July 23, 2011 saw 6+ inches in 24 hours as measured at O’ Hare.

4) We like it! Bentgrass has filled in nicely after slit-seeding fairways in September. This is
Winnetka Golf Club and only two hands belong to superintendent Henry Michna. Settle 11-2-11
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Tim Sibicky, MS – TSibicky@cdga.org Manager of Turfgrass Research
Zoysia japonica Establishment in Chicago
Long have I been familiar with Zoysiagrass and you could even say it runs in my family. At my
grandparents’ house back in Connecticut, their yard has been zoysia for as long as Ican
remember and it really does create a nice lawn for their situation. It is low maintenance requiring
little input other than mowing and it continues to excel throughout the heat of each summer.
Zoysia is species that is part of a group of plants that we refer to as warm-season or a ‘C4’
plants. The C4 indicates the photosynthetic pathway in which heat-adapted plants use to create
and store energy. C4 plants are far more efficient than ‘C3’ or cool-season plants because they
can continue to store energy when the stomata (openings in the leaf surface plants use to cool
themselves) remain closed. Cool-season plants (i.e. Kentucky bluegrass, bentgrasses and fescues)
do not have the ability to continue to create energy under these stressful conditions and lose their
efficiency in a process referred to as photorespiration. One of the greatest concerns for warmseason plants is cold tolerance but contrary to what you might think Zoysia japonica happens to
have excellent tolerance to freezing. Zoysia has been successfully used in northern regions for
many years.

Sunshine Course’s 3 teebox was converted this year into a seed establishment timing study.
Using ‘Zenith’ zoysia, seeding dates ranged from May 22nd to September 22nd. Sibicky 11-4-11
Historically, it was typical for ‘Meyer’ zoysia to be established using plugs or sprigs, but more
recently improvements have been made and now seeded varieties exist. Collaborating with Dr.
Ken Diesburg, Southern Illinois University, and using the seeded variety ‘Zenith’ we set out to
test several seeding dates; dormant spring (18 May), early-summer (30 June) mid-summer (22
July), late-summer (22 August), and fall (22 September). Our objective is to determine the best
time to seed zoysia in the Chicagoland climate for optimal growth and establishment.
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With the seasons changing and the leaves dropping, zoysia has now made a complete change in
color from a medium green to a brilliant bronze. The largest plants were first to change while
many of the young seedlings were able to remain greener for longer, likely due to their close
proximity to the warm soils. In the fall, growth and seedling development of zoysia in study
plots halted and the establishment timeline flat-lined. As one might expect, the May seeding has
the farthest progression with nearly 80% establishment while the September seeding date
struggled to achieve even 5% cover. The August 22nd seeding date is worth noting because those
plots are now found to have more weed encroachment by Poa spp. than any other treatment. It
may be because all plots were kept covered with black plastic until seeding date. Removal in late
August must have coincided with ideal conditions for preexisting Poa spp. seed germination.

2011 Teebox Establishment for 'Zenith' Zoysia japonica
Seeding Dates from Late Spring to Early Fall
Zoysia cover (% per plot)
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A fully established stand of Zoysia japonica var. Meyer has a brilliant bronze color but it rates
low on the Spectrum Turf Color Meter (a tool to measure plant color/stress). Sibicky 11-4-11
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Final Images. Fall Colors At Area Courses

The recent fall color of maples at Brookfield Zoo has been truly spectacular. Sibicky 10-30-11

Washington hawthorn, Crataegus phaenopyrum, North Shore Country Club. Settle 11-2-11
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The beautiful fall color of oaks and maples at Cog Hill, Dubsdread, 6th hole. Sibicky 11-01-11

American Sweetgum, Liquidambar styraciflua, North Shore Country Club. Settle 11-2-11
Website weekly blogs: Weather, Research, Diagnostics – www.cdgaturf.org
Derek and Tim plus Chris and Niki, The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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